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REAL-LIFE MATH: Algebra
Walter Sherwood • 9781742398761
Problems can be used as reminders of old skills in new 
contexts, as an opportunity to show how a particular skill 
is used, or as an enrichment activity for stronger students. 
Topics include: Literal Equations—Formulas, Ratios, 
Proportions, and Percents, Data and Graphs, Systems of 
Equations I, Systems of Equations II, Quadratics, Nonlinear 
Functions and many more.

WAL8761 • $25.95

THE XS AND WHYS OF ALGEBRA
Anne Collins, Linda Dacey • 9781760562755
In The Xs and Whys of Algebra, Anne Collins and Linda 
Dacey provide a set of thirty research-based modules 
designed to engage all students in mathematical learning that 
develops conceptual understanding, addresses common 
misconceptions and builds key ideas that are essential to 
future learning. For use in Year 7 to Year 9 courses focused 
on an invtroduction to formal algebra, the thirty research-
based modules in this spiral-bound fl ipchart are designed to 
engage all students in mathematical learning that develops 

conceptual understanding, addresses common misconceptions and builds key 
ideas essential to future learning. 

SHP2755 • $29.95

ACCESSIBLE ALGEBRA, GRADES 7-10
Anne Collins, Steven Benson • 9781760564155
Accessible Algebra is for any teacher who wants to provide 
a rich and fulfi lling experience to students as they develop 
new ways of thinking about algebra. Each lesson in this 
book identifi es and addresses a focal domain and standard 
in algebra, then lays out the common misconceptions and 
challenges students may face as they work to investigate and 
understand problems. Anne and Steve met with and listened 
to students in real classrooms as the students explained what 

problem-solving strategies they were using. The authors focused on questions and 
problems that led students to a deeper understanding of algebra.

SHP4155 • $39.95

PROBLEM OF THE DAY! ALGEBRAIC 
RELATIONSHIPS, YEARS 1-8
Micharl Lazar, David Hoerger • 9781743301371
Problem of the Day! Algebraic Relationships prepares 
students for meeting performance standards through 
problem solving. Students will learn how to read a problem, 
break it down into parts and solve it using clear methods 
and strategies. Students will learn to solve problems using a 
variety of different strategies including using objects, looking 
for a pattern, and brainstorming.

VIS1371 • $34.95

MASTERMINDS RIDDLE MATHS: Algebra 
Made Easy Years 5-9
Brernda Opie • 9781740259378
In an area of maths  that can be extremely intimidating to 
students, this book provides fun-fi lled activities that enables 
students to enjoy learning the skills necessary to understand 
algebra. Students connect what they learn with real-life 
situations and the activities.

INA2006 • $27.95

GETTING FROM ARITHMETIC TO ALGEBRA
Judah Schwartz, Joan Kenney • 9781743304242
The authors provide a collection of balanced, multi-dimensional 
assessment tasks designed to evaluate students’ ability to work 
with mathematical objects and perform mathematical actions. 
These assessments were carefully developed and tested to 
make them as revealing and adaptable as possible. Teachers will 
appreciate the explicit and illustrative material the authors include 
to specifi cally help assess the mathematical understanding of 
students in years 5-8. 

TCP4242 • $35.95

UNCOMPLICATING ALGEBRA TO MEET 
COMMON CORE STANDARDS IN MATH, 
K-8
Marian Small • 9781760011017
Organised by year level around the CCSS for Mathematics, 
Small shares approaches that will lead to a deeper and richer 
understanding within standards-based learning environments. 
The book then launches with kindergarten, where the fi rst 
relevant standard is found in the operations and algebraic 
thinking domain, and ends with Year 8, where the focus is on 

working with linear equations and functions.  

TCP1017 • $29.95

REAL WORLD ALGEBRA
Edward Zaccaro • 9781742396132
Algebra is often taught in an abstract manner with little or no 
emphasis on what algebra is or how it can be used to solve 
real problems. Word problems can be “translated” into the 
maths language of algebra and easily solved. Real World 
Algebra explains this process in an easy to understand format 
using cartoons and drawings. This makes self-learning easy 
for both the student and any teacher who never did quite 
understand algebra. 

HGP6132 • $65.00

DIGITAL DAILY WARM-UPS: Algebra Level 
2, Years 9-12
Betsy Berry • 9781742398495
Brief activities designed to help your class to review, 
practise and teach algebra topics. The warm-ups cover key 
algebraic ideas such as understanding patterns, relations and 
functions, analysing change and using algebraic symbols. 
Your students will use context clues and interpret quantitative 
clues to make connections between abstract rules of number 
theory. 

WAL1274 • $35.95

ENERGISING SMART STARTERS: 
Pre-Algebra
Marjorie Frank • 9781760562601
The Smart Starters in this book are packed full of vitally 
important skills to practise and polish or to reinforce 
and extend pre-algebra concepts in mathematics. 
Smart Starter activities are designed to be completed in 
short amounts of time. The Smart Starters are grouped 

by general topics and skill areas into: Numbers and Number Systems; Integers; 
Mathematical Expressions; Inequalities and Equations; Graphing; and Conundrums 
and Puzzles. 

INA2601 • $15.95

HELPING STUDENTS BECOME EQUATION EXPERTS
Jeremiah Robinson • 9781760562496

The award-winning Equation Expert uses a simple and logical visual approach that makes sense 
to anyone who might be left behind by a traditional means of learning to solve equations. Use the 
provided Equation Expert template to clarify and solve twenty different kinds of equations, including 
mathematical and scientifi c formulas. Helping Students Become Equation Experts includes the 
Equation Expert template itself, along with a guide for teachers that includes practice problems and 
assessments for students. 

INA2496 • $29.95
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DOWN ALGEBRA ALLEY
Joanne Greaver, Tom Graviss • 9781862998056
This guide will involve students in all activities as they try and 
solve the algebra problems to solve the activity. Skills taught: 
order of operations, evaluation of algebraic expressions, 
translating words into algebraic expressions, solving equations 
with parenthesis, addition/subtraction of polynomials, complete 
factorisation, division and rationalisation of denominators, 
solving inequalities and solving quadratics by factoring.

1745 • $21.95

ALGEBRA MADE EASY SERIES
Brian Enright

Algebra Made Easy is a maths program designed to help develop problem-solving skills 
with algebra problems. Many of the lessons will ask you to use objects or draw pictures 
to solve the problems. This will help you understand how to work with algebra. In each 
book there are instructional lessons and mixed review lessons. Each lesson also has a 
teacher’s page with instructions and the answers. 

3406 • $27.45
Year Level 4 & 5

3407 • $27.45
Year Level 5 & 6

3408 • $27.45
Year Level 7 & 8 

Book One

3409 • $27.45
Year Level 8,9 & 10

3410 • $27.45
Year Level 5 & 6 

Book Two

3411 • $27.45
Year Level 7 & 8 

Book Two

FOCUS ON USING ALGEBRA
Reinforce math skills and differentiate instruction—books 
across multiple levels feature parallel lessons with the 
same skills and page numbers. Individual titles for the 
FOCUS on Mathematics series including Using Algebra 
& Using Geometry. Strengthen math skills for students 
needing extra practice and teach students according to 
their skill level.

The Focus on Mathematics series is based in well-
researched teaching and learning strategies, which 
means that teachers will engage their students with an 
educationally sound mathematics-practice program. Each 
Student Book features:

• Learn About—overview with instruction and modeling

• Preview—guided practice with scaffolding, plus sample 
questions with correct and incorrect responses for discussion

• 20 independent practice lessons 

• 5 self-assessments Teacher Guides include answer form and answer key.

QTY CODE TITLE PRICE
CA11236 Focus: Using Algebra: Student A Set of 5 $30.00

CA11237 Focus: Using Algebra: Student B Set of 5 $30.00

CA11238 Focus: Using Algebra: Student C Set of 5 $30.00

CA11239 Focus: Using Algebra: Student D Set of 5 $30.00

CA11240 Focus: Using Algebra: Student E Set of 5 $30.00

CA11241 Focus: Using Algebra: Student F Set of 5 $30.00

CA11242 Focus: Using Algebra: Student G Set of 5 $30.00

CA11243 Focus: Using Algebra: Student H Set of 5 $30.00

CA112369 Focus: Using Algebra Teacher Guide A $9.95

CA112379 Focus: Using Algebra: Teacher Guide B $9.95

CA112389 Focus: Using Algebra: Teacher Guide C $9.95

CA112399 Focus: Using Algebra: Teacher Guide D $9.95

CA112409 Focus: Using Algebra: Teacher Guide E $9.95

CA112419 Focus: Using Algebra: Teacher Guide F $9.95

CA112429 Focus: Using Algebra: Teacher Guide G $9.95

CA112439 Focus: Using Algebra: Teacher Guide H $9.95

Total (plus freight) $

ORDER FORM 11-035-02

QTY CODE TITLE PRICE
SHP4155  Accessible Algebra, Grades 7-10  $39.95 

3406 Algebra Made Easy: Year 4 & 5  $27.45 

3407 Algebra Made Easy: Year Level 5 & 6 Book One  $27.45 

3410 Algebra Made Easy: Year Level 5 & 6 Book Two  $27.45 

3408 Algebra Made Easy: Year Level 7 & 8 Book One $27.45 

3411 Algebra Made Easy: Year Level 7 & 8 Book Two  $27.45 

3409 Algebra Made Easy: Year Level 8, 9 & 10  $27.45 

WAL1274  Digital Daily Warm-Ups: Algebra Level 2 - Years 9-12  $35.95 

WAL8495  Digital Daily Warm-Ups: Algebra Level 3 - Years 9-12  $35.95 

1745 Down Algebra Alley  $21.95 

INA2601  Energising Smart Starters - Pre-Algebra $15.95 

TCP4242  Getting from Arithmetic to Algebra $35.95 

INA2006 
Masterminds Riddle Maths: Algebra Made Easy Years 
5-9 

$27.95 

VIS1371  Problem of the Day! Algebraic Relationships  $34.95 

HGP6132  Real World Algebra  $65.00 

WAL8761  Real-Life Maths: Algebra  $25.95 

WAL8846  Station Activities Mathematics, Years 7-8  $32.95 

AHA2714  The Journey of Al & Gebra to the Land of Algebra  $20.00 

INA3011  The Middle-Years Mathematician $35.95 

SHP2755  The Xs and Whys of Algebra $29.95 

INA2496 Helping Students Become Equation Experts $29.95

TCP1017 
Uncomplicating Algebra to Meet Common Core 
Standards in Math, K-8 

$29.95 

TOTAL (plus freight) $

P.O. Box 580, Moorabbin, Victoria 3189, Australia

Phone: +61 3 8558 2444 • Fax: +61 3 8558 2400

Website: www.hbe.com.au • Email: orders@hbe.com.au • ABN: 77 093 854 892
Yes I would like to receive email communications about products and offerings 
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DIGITAL DAILY WARM-UPS: Algebra Level 3, 
Years 9-12
Betsy Berry • 9781742398495
The warm-ups address all algebra standards and exceed 
Algebra I, include Algebra II and touch upon Trigonometry. The 
expectations within each topic area are addressed at least 
twice in different ways. Some problems address more than one 
standard or expectation. 

WAL8495 • $29.95

THE MIDDLE-YEARS MATHEMATICIAN
Kathryn Dillard, Terri Breeden• 9781741010619
This book offers terrifi c new ways to review maths concepts, 
including games, puzzles and cooperative learning activities. 
The activities can be used as lesson starters, reviews or 
enhancement. Students will play games and solve puzzles 
related to adding, subtracting, integers, decimals, fractions, 
equations, polygons, lines, angles, symmetry and other key 
maths topics. 

INA3011 • $35.95




